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From the Secretary:
‘Who We Are’
by Nate House, H’09

nathaniel.hd.house@gmail.com

became the Society’s General Secretary in February, 2013. My very
brief time in that role has already
allowed me the opportunity to more
deeply understand an important Society
truth: that the bonds of the Sigma Phi
can be felt no matter where a trusting
Sig may seek them. Let me highlight a
recent example in which the bonds
shared between brothers across generational and chapter lines were especially
obvious … and especially strong.
It’s a custom within Sigma Phi that
members of this Society arrange to have
belongings sacred to them and the Sigma
Phi – such as badges – returned to a
safe resting places after they’ve passed on.
On a recent occasion, the family of the
late Robert Chapman, I’52, sought to
return his badge to a good home. In
that process, one family member was
pleasantly surprised to find an appropriate refuge for the badge and for himself,
as well.
One family member of the deceased
- Stephen Chapman, I’55, a Sig brother
and the familial younger brother, too -

I

reached out to the chapter nearest his
own home in North Carolina in hope of
relocating his brother’s badge. Days later,
Steve found himself in the Chapter residence at Chapel Hill, cheerfully participating in a weekly House meeting with
many of the active brethren who welcomed him into their house as one of
their own. Deep into the night, with
their hearts and minds filled to the brim
from much passionate, Sigly discussion,
Head of House Michael Hardison, T’11,
Rush Chair, Kishore Kalagnanam, T’11,
and the rest of the jovial bunch found
themselves ending the evening arm-inarm with their newfound brother,
singing songs of the Sigma Phi that
harkened back to years before Brother
Chapman’s time as a youthful
Berkeley Sig.
The Chapman family shared this
touching story over the phone days after
the exchange. That family expressed
heartfelt gratitude for the experience and
for the familial hand that the Alpha of
North Carolina had extended so generously. In listening to the reflections of

Kudos & Thanks …
… to the following Sigs for their articles,
information or encouragement supporting
this issue of the Flame: Kent Allen, S’86, Jon
Bergner, S’03, Fred Bloom, C’57, Jeff Chandler,
H’08, Chris Grover, S’80, Jarrod Thomas, S’05,
Jamie Lee, H’12, Dave Loeb, U’99, John Mason,
S’55, John Morley, F’80, David Pauls, M’65,
Dean Smith, S’82, and Geoff Wood, G’62.
Issue after issue, we solicit real Sig perspectives
from real Sigs. Two great things happen with each
written item contributed by a Brother: enhanced
Flame diversity and improved Flame readability.
If you have feedback, suggestions, photographs
and/or Sig stories to share, please contact editor
Mike Imirie, M’69 (mimirie@aol.com).
Your Best Sig Love in the form of viewpoints and
updates from your life will always be welcome.

Nate House, H’09

Steve and his daughter, Cynthia, I was
struck by the cosmic and Sigly nature of
this experience in Chapel Hill.
Anecdotes like this one remind me
of how fortunate I am to be a member
of the Sigma Phi Society, where
“Brotherhood and Brotherly feelings …
gentlemanly deportment and kindness in
all our relations” are core values residing
within us. It is my hope that any and all
Sigs seeking shelter, good company, or a
welcome hand, will find such wherever
Φ
Σ
they find a fellow Sig.
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Epsilon’s C’13 Class: Carolina Connection
by Fred Bloom, C’57 fred.bloom@bihfarms.com

s April drew to its close, the
Epsilon performed a special
initiation honoring four
neophytes. Three were undergraduates
who missed the regular initiation on
March 9 because of scheduling conflicts.
The fourth was originally a member of a
different Epsilon pledge class: namely,
the class of 1957! The neophyte? Roy
Hampton Park Jr.
Roy had to leave Cornell in 1958 as
the University thought he needed a
break. Ultimately, he graduated from the
University of North Carolina with a
journalism major and later earned his
MBA at Cornell. Today, Roy enjoys a
very successful career in advertising and
media; Park Outdoor Advertising is one
of the world’s largest billboard companies. He and his wife, Tetlow, live in
Ithaca, where he is President of Park
Outdoor Advertising and Chairman of
the Triad Foundation. Over the years,

A

he has become close to the Society and
especially the Epsilon at Cornell. Roy is
also a very generous supporter of the
Sigma Phi Renaissance.

The April 27 initiation was a very
special Epsilon celebration. Besides the
undergraduate chapter, Roy was celebrated that day by Peter Flynn, C'66, Glenn

George, C'82, Ezra Cornell, C'69, Dan
Mansoor, C'76, Bill Chen, C'02, Dave
Williams, W’61, Scott McCrae, V’82,
and yours truly. Later, wives joined in,
including alumni trustee Eileen Walker
(wife of Jay Walker, C'74) and the group
enjoyed a celebratory dinner at Ithaca’s
nearby Heights Café & Grill.
Our newest Sig expressed joy and
pride in finally being recognized as a full
brother in our band. Roy has fond memories of undergraduate days, many of
which are included in his book, Sons in
the Shadow.
As a serendipitous footnote, I took a
particular pleasure in conducting Sig ceremonies that day because … I was one
of Roy’s original pledge brothers! In
addition, I am encouraged that Roy’s
membership marks another milestone in
the Society’s relationship with UNCChapel Hill, where Sigma Phi’s newest
Φ
Σ
chapter is located.

Sig Celebration in Ithaca: Roy Park, C’13 (red tie), stands second from the left in the front row.
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Flagship Dinner Alexandria
by JarrodThomas, S’05 jat2f@virginia.edu

s Sig gatherings go, this one was
pretty big! March 9, 2013, marked
a grand Sig occasion with over 125
brothers and honored guests gathering
at the Belle Haven Country Club in
Alexandria, Virginia. The occasion had
two different but complimentary
purposes: to observe the founding of the
Sigma Phi Society 186 years ago and to
celebrate the life of Society Chairman
Emeritus James L. Jenkins, S’58, who
passed away on January 26.
The evening was emceed by Brendan
McCurdy, H’80. The always-loquacious
Brother McCurdy brought the animated
group gathered at the Belle Haven
Country Club to order with a
memorized poem from Shakespeare.
Audience members immediately knew
they were in for a banner evening!
Society Chairman Jim Cole, S’87,
and James L. Jenkins, Jr. both offered
words in loving memory of Jim. “I hear
only one voice describe how I feel about
Jim,” said Cole. “I hear Jim’s voice saying: ‘So long as our hearts shall beat, so
long shall our love for you, my brother,
remain firm and inviolate.”

A

Delivering the keynote address,
Mike Imirie M’69, opined that Jim was
one of a small group of Sig leaders who
modeled true dedication to Sigma Phi
for a lifetime. “Jim was deep. He was
warm. He was thoughtful. He was committed to the enriching and embracing
possibilities of Sigma Phi,” he stated.

“Were he to hear my praise tonight,
Brother Jenkins would no doubt shake
his silver, bespectacled head and modestly demur. In a trademark Richmond
drawl, that dear friend would admonish
that each of us has an opportunity to
help shape the quality of this Society …
if and when we decide to become
‘long run Sigs’.”

Particular and poignant highlights
of the evening’s tribute were found in
excerpts from letters Jim wrote to his
mother during his time as an active
brother at U.Va. In the final letter, Jim
discussed the completion of his duties as
undergraduate Head of House, and his
planned “retirement” from the Society
… a retirement that he thankfully never
took over the 50 years of faithful service
that followed.
At the time of Jim’s passing, he was
leading a $115,000 Capital Campaign
for the Alpha of Virginia. In his honor –
and to fulfill his wish to complete the
campaign – many brothers responded
generously. Dozens of new contributions
totaling over $12,000 were made in
the weeks leading up to the March 9
tribute event in Alexandria.
Each year’s flagship March 4
Banquet is one of two annual official
gatherings for all members of the Sigma
Phi Society. The next national gathering
of 2013 will be in Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, when the Alpha of North
Carolina hosts Convention ‘13 from
October 18-20.
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Banquet Benediction
by Jon Bergner, S’03 jon.bergner@gmail.com
This year’s banquet featured a pre-meal invocation. In creating and delivering the following original text, Jon Bergner made a unique
and wonderful Society contribution. – Ed
ost holy and glorious Lord God,
we are called together again to
a sacred retreat of fellowship,
committing our deepest Friendship,
gentlest Love, and that eternal Truth by
which our brothers are known to each
other. We humbly beseech you to be in
our midst, bless our present assemblage,
and illuminate our minds with the
precepts of the Sigma Phi.
Behold how good and how pleasant
it is for Brethren to dwell together in
unity. Though our lives may be checkered with good and with evil, we are
comforted by the manifold blessings to
be found in a gathering of good Sigs
and true.
The lapse of time, the ruthless hand
of ignorance, and the devastations of
war have laid waste to so many valuable
monuments and institutions on which

M

the utmost exertions of human genius
have been employed. The flame of
Sigma Phi, notwithstanding, still burns.
Ours is a Society which has “vaunteth
not itself,” an unseen, unsuspected force;
quiet, watchful, self-contained. It is with
great humility that we offer thanks for
all the examples of fidelity demonstrated
in the lives of those who have served
Sigma Phi over its illustrious 186 years.
May friendship, love, and truth
always prevail among us and among all
the members of the Society, and may
these bonds of union continue to
strengthen all of our chapters. Bless all of
our Brethren wheresoever dispersed, and
grant speedy relief to all who are
distressed.
Let this hour of celebration and
friendship also be one of solemn
remembrance. When the silver, silken

ties are loosed and our brothers return
to their long home, grant us the wisdom
to know that, though we are hurt by
our loss, we will never forget the
brothers who now enjoy a peace that
surpasses human understanding. Make
us aware that time flows swiftly and
this separation from our departed
Brethren is of short duration. Let the
personal losses we have sustained
increase our affections for those who
are yet spared.
As we gather around the altar of the
Sigma Phi tonight, bless that irrepressible
fairy – ever-watchful over our beloved
Fraternity – as she descends to bestow
upon us the ideal of brotherhood and
the gifts and graces of Friendship, Love
and Truth. May tonight’s repast nourish
our bodies and its discourse our souls.
Amen.

This About That
Attendee Reactions to the 2013 Flagship Dinner

Inspiring is the word, in my life I am sometimes challenged to remember and notice
those who endeavor to live honorably and
with purpose. In my remberance of brothers
past, such as Jim Jenkins, and in talks with
brother present, I am reminded that in
Sigma Phi we are a band that strives to live
for the right reasons and with noble purpose,
for Friendship Love and Truth. So it was
simple goodness to be around so many with
whom I easily felt cameraderie, warmth of
heart and good intent.
– Moses Cesario, I’80
moses@cesario.net
As a proud “Singing Sig” from the Home on
the Hill in Vermont, it was so nice to hear
so much song from all of our chapters far
and near. I was especially touched by the
rendition of 'Never Forget' led by our Serp
brothers. Additionally, the poignant words
spoken by Vinny about Jim were a true oral
illustration of what it means to be a Sig.

I felt very lucky to be in attendance.
– David G. Sweeney, V'02
david.sweeney1@gmail.com
The thing that I took away from the
Flagship Dinner was the timelessness of it.
Just as in the '80's, my heart was warmed to
be within my circle of brothers, across the
room I saw other circles of brothers – older,
younger, wandering birds, and others with
names like Jenkins, Imirie, & Dallas. Just
as then, the conversation was of which girls
had stolen which hearts, what big plans we
had in mind, what other Brothers were up
to and what the Hoos were doing. I enjoyed
visiting with beautiful dates, making new
friends, and being reminded that even if
the tall, geeky guy starts off by reciting
poetry, if you listen to enough stories,
you'll know soon enough that he's all right.
Same as it ever was.”
– Mark Holland, S’85
markbholland@yahoo.com

“At these banquet gatherings, I am always
reminded that these brothers are not just
a bunch of guys who all happened to join
the same club, but those who formed real
friendships that were possible because of
the incubation offered by the Society. I
usually don’t gush about this kind of thing
but the heartfelt ties among many of the
attendees was very evident. Like Saturday’s
MC, I had one sister and no brothers,
until I moved into 907 Lincoln and got
31 of them overnight. It was just like
biological brothers. – Sometimes we
had fun, sometimes we got into a little
mischief together, sometimes we argued,
and sometimes I got my ass kicked, though
figuratively. And like so many brothers,
some of ours have drifted off in their own
direction, some have stayed very close, and
then there’s me – kind of in the middle.
And even though I had never met Jim
Jenkins, the tribute to him was very moving
and I felt like
(Continued on page 13)
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The Cooks of Sigma Phi:
House Mothers and Fathers,
Each and Every One
ver time, one of the most refreshing and important
personalities to grace any Sigma Phi Place has been its
cook. At chapter after chapter, long-serving cooks have
spent equal time preparing foods and managing kitchens. In
the course of such dual nuts-and-bolts responsibilities – at the
most unlikely times and in the most subtle of ways – they’ve
also influenced the members of Sig chapters, personally and
profoundly. Far beyond the chicken wings, lasagna, tuna salad and
meat loaf they’ve served up with
aplomb, these remarkable spirits
have also taught the Society’s
young men a great deal about
responsibility, respect and the
art of friendship.
Michigan men from the

O

sixties and seventies recall Thelma White with great warmth.
Vermont Sigs from the seventies and eighties remember Fran
Tessier fondly. Many of yesterday’s Union Sigs will remember
the irrepressible Roosevelt Taylor, while more recent
Schenectady Sig have enjoyed the attentions of Marilyn ‘Doc’
Gills. The Epsilon has long enjoyed the accomplished services
of Debbie Jacobs. Virginia Sigs were fed as well as shaped by
Yvonne Mason, who passed away not
long ago after service to 163 Rugby
Road which spanned many years.
As a specific homage to Yvonne
Mason but in tribute to all of the
Society’s ex-officio house mothers
and house fathers over the decades,
the Virginia chapter offers the
following tributes:

Memories of Yvonne
by Chris Grover, S’80 chrisgrover@comcast.net

he could’ve been a cop – “Did
time she smiled. Ah, good. I’m not in
you spit in my sink?” It caught
trouble. I smiled back and quietly
me by surprise. I had, indeed,
acknowledged my mistake. No big deal.
spit in her sink. Hadn’t really given it
“You spit in my sink.” The smile was
much thought. I was about 20 and had
gone. “You might as well whiz in my
just played basketball, was sweaty and
sink, Grover. You son-of-an-ungrateful
had entered her kitchen just before
@#$%!&^$%#@ … “ I heard every cuss
dinner. No doubt
word there was.
about it, it was her
I knew I
“I think I survived being
kitchen and she was
deserved the
kitchen manager by doing all tongue-lashing but
on top of everything
that went on there.
that didn’t make it
in my meager powers to keep
Guys would break
that fine lady in a good mood.” any easier. I also
into the kitchen
knew I would be
late night and
blamed by the
- Kent Allen, S’86,
make eggs and
brothers for a
Kitchen Manager 1986-88
sausage and clean
delayed or even
kent.allen@pacbell.net
up meticulously but
cancelled dinner.
she’d know. She’d be pissed and wouldn’t
She could have been a drill sergeant.
serve breakfast. We’d all be mad at the
She knew what was right and what
idiots who drunkenly tried to outsmart
needed to be taught about manners,
“The Y.”
cooking, cleaning, shopping and any“Did you spit in my sink?” She
thing else that was important. She knew
stared at me. I gave her a little smile. A
the mistakes we’d make before we made
little guilty smile but one that said we’re
them. She’d seen hundreds of us come
all on the same team here. This isn’t a
through the house. We thought we
serious offense.
were unique. Yvonne knew we were
“Did you spit in my sink?” This
all about the same. We thought we

S

Ms. Yvonne Mason

were intelligent; Y knew we had book
smarts and little else. (More dollars than
sense, maybe …) We thought we had
earned our way to the University of
Virginia by hard work: she knew we
were lazy and pampered. We thought we
were exceptional; Yvonne knew we’d
have been average at best if employed in
a real kitchen.
She should have been a coach.
She took us and molded us and
straightened us out and didn’t let us get
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away with anything we shouldn’t. She could have
come to the house, cooked for us and left and not
given us a second thought. But she made us her
business. She would pretend to say “the hell with
you boys!” but she cared. She didn’t want us to
leave as the same kids she had first met. She took
the time to teach us and groom us and cajole us
and eventually to love and respect us and set us
free in a world that was already full of selfish, erudite, privileged boys. She returned us to the world
better men: respectful of women and our elders;
able to clean a skillet correctly; and aware of the
plight of the working and service class.
She ignored pledges, squashed neophytes, bullied underclassmen and considered fourth years
her equal (outside of the kitchen). Cook.
Manager. Teacher. And subject of at least half of
the funny stories old Serps tell whenever and
wherever we convene.
Φ
Σ
Thanks, Y …

Ode to Yvonne: “For Miss Mason”
by Dean Smith, S’82

deansmi@gmail.com

She had us all for breakfast, lunch and dinner,
serving pork cops, barbecue, fried chicken,
BLTs and Y-ghetti with meat sauce.
The intentional slamming of pots and pans
and then the smell of her bacon, eggs and toast
wafting up through the staircase into Supreme
Happiness - mopping away the night's intake of Mick's Best
and other exotic beverages before the lights went out.
A chef like Earl Weaver who wouldn't befriend his players,
she raised us all in those years from neophyte to brother,
schoolboy to man with a steak knife wit that dared
our frightened tongues to speak: her initiation.

Invitation to Convention 2013
Brothers of the Sigma Phi Society:
The Alpha of North Carolina chapter of the Sigma Phi Society cordially invites you to The 182nd Sigma Phi
National Convention to be held in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, on October 18th and 19th, 2013.
The Tarheel chapter dates back only to 2008, and we’ve never hosted a convention before.
We accordingly look very much forward to welcoming Brothers from around the country to
Chapel Hill for your first opportunity to visit our nascent yet thriving Society outpost.
This link will provide the schedule for our weekend as well as ways and means for registration and payment:
http://sigmaphiconvention2013.eventbrite.com/. As the event approaches, you will be able to find
up-to-date information regarding the schedule of events for the weekend. Each chapter will also receive
a detailed document regarding other business, including reimbursements for convention.
Should you have any questions in the meantime, please be in touch with either of these two Brothers:
Jacob Morse, T’11, Convention Coordinator, jmmdem@yahoo.com
Steve Wright, S’93, Carolina Alumni Board President, stevetheplow@yahoo.com
The Alpha of North Carolina looks forward to hosting Brothers from far and wide
for an excellent fall weekend in the southern part of heaven, full of camaraderie,
hospitality and the magic that happens whenever Sigs gather together!
With Best Sig Love,
The Men of the Alpha of North Carolina
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The Thrice Illustrious
by John Morley, F’80

john.b.morley@gmail.com

t was 23 years ago that I entered the
mystical bonds of the Sigma Phi in a
century old ceremony that I remember vividly to this day. Being led into a
ceremonial room in darkness, no one
considered the implications of a pledge
who was 6'7” tall, and I promptly
slammed my head into a door frame.
The lights came on and I was greeted by
the horrified looks of my brothers as
they saw blood running
down my face. Fortunately,
my injury was minor and
their shock was quickly
replaced by my awe at the
scene that unfolded.
The room was lit by
candlelight – so much
candlelight – enough to
light the entire room. Wax
remnants cascaded down
the front of the tables and
stands, testifying to many
ceremonies past. The room
was decorated with an
arrangement of eclectic
objects: dusty and aging,
but each with a vivid story.
Such a rich display of
arcana followed no plan,
but added in an evocative
way to the scene around
me. The scene was like
something out of a movie,
except that movies are
mere imitations of real
things. What lay ahead for
me and my pledge brothers
was no imitation; I was about to
participate in a ceremony that predated
electricity.
We pledges – guys I had rushed
with, pledged with and bonded with
over the previous months - stood in a
row. Surrounding us were the active
brothers who had welcomed us and had
become our good friends. But the actives
and we hopefuls made up barely half the
crowd. Who were these other men?
What were they doing here? At one end
of the room, I recognized recent gradu-

I

ates: the guys who were seniors when I
rushed. Next to them were the familiar
faces of young alums I had come to
know when they returned to visit the
house to see the Sigs they had lived with.
Moving down the line, the men
I saw got progressively older. Heck!
Some of them must have been 40. What
were they doing here? And what on earth
did they … have to do with me?

The first order of business was
introductions. The roll was called and
the assembly announced themselves
with names that were alternately famous,
obscure, revered and ridiculous. The
ceremony followed the same pattern with
parts that were informing, inspiring,
and laugh out loud hysterical. Three
men were elevated to prominent positions and were in charge. I didn't know
any of them, but they clearly knew each
other. Everyone beyond the pledges
knew each other very well. This was no

mere party; I was being welcomed into
something much deeper.
The relationship with Sigma Phi
that began that night in 1980 would
become the cornerstone of my college
experience in Madison. I would live the
ups and downs of college life with my
brothers, I would get to know many,
many alumni who would give me perspective on college and how it fit into
my entire life, and I
would recruit new members to join our brotherhood. How long can the
Sig bond created during
college last? At a point this
past winter, I traveled to
Washington DC to honor
a brother who passed away
after a career of government service. Two weeks
later, I flew to Aspen for a
ski trip with 8 Sigs who
were all standing in that
candlelit room many years
ago when I joined the
Sigma Phi.
I have returned to
many swings over the
years. Since I now live in
the Detroit area, I have
attended Swing at the
Michigan chapter – a
house I first visited as a
pledge when I was kidnapped from my engineering class and taken to the
Wisconsin/ Michigan
game with just the clothes on my back.
Why do I do this?
Why do I participate still? Partly to
relive the fun of my youth, but also –
and more importantly – to see the continuum extended. To see the wonder in
the eyes of the new initiates, and to pass
along the perspective of a much deeper
experience than the pledges can possibly
anticipate. It was a gift given to me years
ago in Madison, and one I truly enjoy
passing on.
Φ
Σ
Esto perpetua!
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Schenectady Homecoming:
The Value of Going Home
by David Loeb, U’99 dloeb99@gmail.com
t this year's national 4th of March banquet in Virginia,
I got a chance to talk to some fellow Alpha of New
York Brothers who have not made the trip back to
Schenectady since 2005, when the lease ran out and the
college reclaimed our 99 year home at 1 Library Lane. We
were all of a certain age, with fond memories of brotherhood
based around living together at the old Sigma Phi Place.
Since that era ended, Sigs in Schenectady have moved
some activities to our off-campus house at 10 Union Avenue
(pictured below). Today’s active brothers now reside in a sectioned off, college owned dorm. It was great re-connecting
with these brothers. I encouraged the Union Sigs I reconnected
with in Alexandria – just as I encourage all Alpha of New York
alumni, wherever I meet them – to make the return trip to
Schenectady.
I understand that commitment to jobs and family make it
harder to travel back to Schenectady, year after year. After
almost 10-years of not missing a Swing, for example, I have
missed the last two due to a new job and the arrival of my first
son. I am looking forward to returning this fall to re-connect
and meet the new men swung in the past two years.

A

Clearly, it is not the same going back to a new house that
we have never lived in, but the active Brothers of our Alpha
are still in Schenectady and are still in need of our support.
Many of you may have seen that the Alpha of New York has
launched a capital campaign to raise money needed to continue to own and maintain 10 Union Avenue until our 200th
anniversary and beyond. Although money represents a clear
and present need at the Alpha of New York - and every other
chapter, too - we also need your continued personal support
and participation. If we do not increase alumni participation in
support of our active chapter by attending Swing and other
events, I fear the flame will not last until the Society 200th
anniversary in 2027. Our alumni participation, after all, and
our core values of FLT differentiate us from all the “frats” that
have died in the past 10 years at Union College.
When you get your next invitation for our Swing at
Union this fall, reach out to some of your Brothers and come
back for a weekend of ‘wit and wisdom.’ The address and
the circumstances of the Sigma Phi Place may have changed,
but the brothers who need us – and the reasons we gather –
Φ
Σ
have not.

The “Alpha of Alphas”: 10 Union Street in Schenectady
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“Views from an Ancient Sig Mariner”
by John Mason, S’55 jsm36@cox.net

fellow attendee asked me an important question at the
Society’s 2013 flagship banquet in Alexandria. I think I
remember him wanting to know why Sigma Phi still
had a hold on my heart and my affections. ‘lo these many years
later. Some weeks after the fact, the exact question eludes me.
But the answer does not.
It was the sort of question that summons up fundamental
things not often considered. As such it deserved serious
thought. And it recalled one of my favorite images: Coleridge’s
‘Ancient Mariner’ who, burdened with a tale to tell, grabbed a
young party-goer and compelled him to listen. All right. I’ll
serve as the Ancient Mariner and you, Brother – well, hear it
you shall, and welcome!
With everything it involves, the Sigma Phi Society has
for all of my adult life been an integral part of who I am.
First, of course, at UVa as an active brother. Then in the Army.
Then for twenty-some years overseas. No less in married life,
and after my daughters had grown and flown, and now in
retirement as a bridge tournament director. Throughout, in
everything I have done and everywhere I have been, I’m a Sig
and will always be.
Having been brought up as a child with values like honor
and integrity, when I became a Sig I was predisposed to
resonate with friendship, love and truth. Then, as an active
brother in the Society, I gained a new understanding of these
things. Far more than abstract ideals, they became for me a
flesh-and-blood way of life. They taught me that to be a true
friend is to be a special kind of brother.
Shakespeare understood it. His Henry V expresses it when
addressing comrades in arms: “ … we few, we happy few; we
band of brothers.” Years after school, now out in the workaday
world, I discovered yet another facet of our precepts. Learning
Spanish at my job in Latin America, along with the culture
that goes with it, I found that their word for one’s fellow
creature – prójimo – is more succinct than any of ours. From
that fact, I drew the inference that their way of bonding with
one another is somehow more than our culture’s. Another
phrase of theirs sheds further light: La patria chica (literally,
‘the little fatherland’). It means one’s network of family, close
friends and - above all - one’s loyalties. It has little to do with
nationality.
Over time out there, I found myself associating with the
locals more easily than most Gringos did. I formed lifelong
friendships on both sides of the Atlantic, as close as with any
of my family or childhood companions. I now know that
this came about, more than from any other cause, because
I’m a Sig.
For much of my life, I have not been in close touch with
the Sig brotherhood. But I do try. When I’m back from being
away, my first instinct is usually to look up any Sigs who
might be around, for a visit.

A

John Mason, S’55

I’ll never forget Don Bazemore, S’53. He was one of the
Serpentine Club members who became Sigs to found the
Alpha of Virginia. Don was a senior the year I pledged, and I
knew him less well back then.
Forty years later, at a Sig convention in Charlottesville,
Don and I recognized each other and struck up a conversation.
This led to an invitation to join his online chat group, a
medium for discussing politics and other topics. As it turned
out, for more than five years Don and I were the polar
opposites of this group, squabbling left wing versus right, with
the fur flying daily. As often as not, most of the rest stood
around on the electronic sidelines watching, thoroughly enjoying the fray. Then, just when acrimony peaked, either Don or I
would recall something from our bygone days at the Sigma Phi
Place at 163 Rugby Road and we would re-bond. This was
always in online sidebars, with the rest of the chat group
excluded. Invariably we signed these sidebars with “BSL.”
The brotherhood of Sigma Phi parallels Christianity, but
of course is not the same thing. The two do overlap, unlike
most parallels, and even cross-pollinate. But that’s not to say
Sigs are necessarily Christians. Not all of us are, by any means.
Don, for one, was an atheist. In that vein, he once floated
a trial balloon that all belief was involuntary. From the day he
said that, I never relented in mocking him for it. This, as you
might imagine, led to some of our darkest exchanges. But we
always managed to rise above them and back off. Mostly I
think this was because, whether or not belief for Don really
was involuntary, the flame that every Sig knows was always
there to enlighten it.
Even today, a year and more after Don’s death, this brother
can still see it shining.
Esto perpetua.
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SPEF: Clinker Bricks, Your Dollars & Sweat Equity
by David Pauls, M’65, Director, Sigma Phi Educational Foundation davendavid@sbcglobal.net
venues for supporting Sigma Phi
are sometimes found in unexpected
places. We all know the two most
obvsious avenues for supporting our
lifelong fraternal bond, of course:
1) direct monetary contributions, and
2) our personal talents and efforts.
Sometimes, however, the universe
serves up a really unique opportunity
for supporting Sigma Phi. Such an
opportunity came my way recently. I
live in a historic district of San Jose,
California, filled with wonderful
specimens of the Arts and Crafts movement in architecture. Many years ago,
the Thorsen House (i.e., the Sigma Phi
Place in Berkeley) was designated by the
American Institute of Architecture as one
of the two most important Arts and
Crafts buildings, anywhere. Living only
an hour from Sigma Phi's UC-Berkeley
chapter has inevitably led to my deepening involvement with that chapter,
including helping to rebuild the unique
back fence the Greene brothers designed
for the Thorsen House.
In early April, the house next door
to mine in San Jose was sold. As the new
owner and I became acquainted, he told
me about an inspection report recommending that a small retaining wall on
the edge of his driveway be removed
since it prevented ready drainage away
from the house foundation. I hadn’t paid
any attention to that wall before, but I
promptly took a close look. I quickly saw
that it was made of clinker bricks similar
to those on the Thorsen House. A quick
photographic check with Dave Munroe
I'86, a California alum deeply involved
with Thorsen House restoration efforts,
indicated that the bricks seemed to
match those at the Berkeley Alpha. I had
learned that clinker bricks are very rare,
with comparatively few being made
today. They were often considered scrap
from the old coal based firing process,
being the bricks closest to the heat
source. The result was they are highly
irregular, with some parts of the brick
forming bulging, glass-like features in
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many colors. Only the best masons knew
how to handle them. Because of their
beauty and complexity, they became a
well known feature material in Arts and
Crafts buildings, all of which intentionally incorporated truly unique work by
dedicated craftsmen.
My work on the rebuilt fence in
Berkeley had made me aware that one
section of that fence sat on top of a
clinker brick retaining wall that was
gradually being pitched forward. I knew
that restoring that wall would require
some new bricks. Brother Munroe also
informed me that many clinker bricks
would soon be needed to build a new
Thorsen House-compatible wheelchair
access ramp which the city of Berkeley is
requiring as part of a major restoration
effort of the bridge from the house to
the garage. Since clinker bricks are rare
and now difficult to make, they are also
fearsomely expensive. Despite having a
brick maker as a California alumnus, the
Alpha faced great expense and a long
search effort to find the clinker bricks
it needed.
My new neighbor turns out to be a
design trained city planner for Milpitas,
California. After some quick Google
research on the Thorsen House, he
enthusiastically agreed to let some Sig
brothers remove his wall to salvage the
clinker bricks. Since he was moving in
very soon, and wanted the wall removed
to facilitate that move, Brother Munroe
rapidly recruited Joel Shumaker, I'80,
and a craftsman friend of the Thorsen
House to join me in removing my
neighbor's clinker brick retaining wall.
Over two Saturdays, we carefully
knocked the wall apart. Once the bricks
got to their destination in Berkeley over
several trips, the Cal Sig actives formed a
line like a fire brigade to quickly unload
the bricks from my truck. When Dave
saw the bricks in person, he suggested
that they matched almost exactly the
bricks on the Thorsen House, likely even
coming from the same early 20th
century brick manufacturer.

In stumbling across and procuring
these vintage clinker bricks, I got to feed
two of my great passions: architecture
and – of course! – the Sigma Phi Society.
Many Sigs have had similar opportunities. I remember at least two occasions
where Sigs have chanced upon long lost
Sig house features while browsing
antique shops. An Alpha of Wisconsin
alum found a chair that was stolen from
the Louis Sullivan designed Bradley residence in Madison. In a country antique
store, an Alpha of Michigan alum
discovered the Sig crest portion of the
stained glass window that once graced
the main staircase in the legendary
“Red House on the Hill” designed for
the Michigan chapter by famed architect
Albert Kahn. Both were promptly
purchased and put back into Sig service.
Not every Sig will bump into a lost
Society heirloom, of course. In my work
with the Sigma Phi Educational
Foundation, however, I never tire of
hearing stories from our alumni about
the ways Sigma Phi has supported them.
Some stories are about personal growth
opportunities. Others relate to the opening of professional doors. Still others
describe expanded windows to the world.
While the stories come from completely
different directions, all have the ring of
truth. And all of those Sigs who tell
those stories are profoundly grateful to
Sigma Phi.
As you consider your ongoing relationship with the Thrice Illustrious,
please give very thoughtful consideration
to the support opportunities available to
Φ
Σ
you, too.

Please mail your comments or taxdeductible contributions to the Sigma
Phi Educational Foundation, PO Box
4633, Chapel Hill, NC 27515-4633.
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Following Passion With Paddles
Two Hamilton Sigs Complete a 1,200 Mile Canoe Journey
by Jeff Chandler H`08

jchandler333@gmail.com

n the quiet woods of Vermont,
there is a century-old summer
camp that teaches the art of
canoeing. Camp Keewaydin is where
James Hogan, H`09, and I first met
when we were 12. We continued to
return to the camp every summer to
hone our canoeing and camping
skills and build similar interests that
would eventually help lead us both
to Hamilton.
At Hamilton, however, we developed strong friendships in different
areas. I was an active member of the
Outing Club, participating in weekend rock climbing excursions and sea
kayaking trips to the Everglades
while James joined the squash team
and was playing at number one by
his junior year. As luck would have
it, these turned out to be two of the
most Sig-heavy extracurriculars on
campus during our freshman year and so
it was no surprise when we both ended
up holding invitations to a certain
important dinner party on March 4th.
Even after becoming actives at the
Beta, in between years at Hamilton we
returned to Keewaydin to work on staff
and keep up with friends there. In the
summer of 2009, a crazy idea was
hatched. This idea involved building
wood and canvas canoes, traditional at
Keewaydin, and paddling them all the
way from Central Vermont to James Bay,
Ontario – a distance of 1200 miles! In
this process, we could raise scholarship
funds for the camp. Maybe it was naive
ambition. Maybe it was something more,
founded in Sig telling me never to let
passion be smoldered by doubt.
Whatever its genesis, James and I
believed in this outlandish idea. In that
shared belief, Expedition 2012 became a
reality.
Plans were set in motion to start
constructing a mould around which we
would bend our canoes. A 10-man crew
of fellow staff was assembled.

I

Fundraising events were organized all
over the Northeast. Sponsors were contacted to secure the necessary gear. Tshirts were made. By the time James and
I walked across the stage at graduation,
we had thrown ourselves into a massive
undertaking that had grown far beyond
any level of canoe tripping either of us
had ever experienced or anticipated.
Come early spring of 2012, we would be
pushing off into the icy fresh water of
Lake Dunmore (central Vermont), not to
return until we met the salt of James
Bay. Despite the distance, the watery
weeks ahead and the rigors we couldn’t
anticipate, something gave me confidence in our ability to complete what we
set out to do.
Our 67-day odyssey began on April
8 (Easter Sunday), and we faced all
manner of challenges. Water levels were
low as a result of a dry preceding winter.
Forest fires loomed an unknown distance
away on multiple occasions and tinted
the sky orange with smoke. Lakes froze
overnight, leaving a thin crust of ice to
break with the bow of our boats in the

morning. The bacon sometimes got
burnt. Each of these trials tested our
endurance to continue and our commitment to each other. It didn’t take us long
to realize that a journey of this magnitude could not be accomplished solo. In
this acknowledgment, I found a more
familiar feeling: the safety net.
‘Safety net’ may be a term used only by
the Beta but I know it is a concept
understood by every member of this
Society. It is the feeling of confidence
you get when entering into the
unknown backed by friends you know
will stick with you until the end. As a
freshman, that safety net was found in
the men standing with me at lineups
to make sure I did not miss a founder’s
name. As an upperclassman, it was
evidenced by the brothers I knew I
could always count on. On the
Expedition, my safety net was found
in James and the eight other crew
members. All the way to James Bay….
Both Sig and Keewaydin have taught
me the importance of following through
on your passions and the value of close
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Intrepid canoe voyagers in front of The Polar Bear Express, the only mode of transportation from the town of Moosonee
(northern Ontario), where they ended their journey on Day 67. Brothers Hogan and Chandler and are at far right.

friends. As brothers, we stand by each
other in times of need as a reminder that
– if you are ever called upon to complete
a task - whether it be carrying a 100 lb.

canoe on your head in 80 degree heat
for 5 kilometers … or expressing your
devotion to something you barely
understand….you will not face it alone.

This About That (Cont. from page 5)
I kind of got to know him just a little bit.”
– Jeff Seigle, M’76
Jeff@SeigleFamily.com

still develop such a fast friendship. This is
something I took for granted as an active but
now find is a wonderful effect peculiar to
the Sigma Phi.
– Jack Romaine L'90
sigmaphilehigh@gmail.com

As related at the podium by Jim Peterson,
who's been a reliable attendee no matter
what the city, I'm delighted to see year after
year that the event is a stimulus for local,
sometimes-dormant Brothers to come out to
a Sig event to renew their bonds with other
Sigs they haven't seen in years, or ever. It
reaffirms the wisdom of our S&A
Committee decision 20 years ago to change
the long-standing practice of holding the
national March 4 celebration in NYC by
taking the show on the road as a means of
outreach. Having attended nearly all of
them, it's always an enjoyable event.”
– Dan Neumann, F’71
dca120@sbcglobal.net
“The thing that amazes me most about both
the Flagship Dinner and the Convention is
the ability to meet a Brother from another
chapter for the first time that may have
always lived hundreds of miles away from
me and is years or even decades removed
from (both before and after!) the time I
attended school and was an active, and yet

As with all profound experiences in my life,
I have a difficult time trying to find the best
words to fit the enjoyable, overwhelming,
and moving banquet event. Moses's words
about a band of brothers in the bonds of
camraderie with honest and noble intentions
in the world rings true to my heart. I was
struck by how many meaningful connections
I made in such a short period of time with
such a diverse crowd of people – an
unspeakable bond was certainly present,
which held together all those who were
there that night. There have been few times
in my life where I have felt at home in such
a large group of people, and this was
certainly at the top of that list. I am grateful
to have this opportunity to connect with
these fine individuals.
– Nate House, H’09
nathaniel.hd.house@gmail.com
I had a very nice time at the banquet, as I
always do at Sig gatherings. It is comforting

For more information on
Expedition 2012, please visit
www.expedition2012.com.
to be surrounded by people with whom I
share a bond. Whether or not I know them
personally, we have something fundamental
in common and it is easy to connect. Indeed,
I did not know Jim Jenkins at all, but I now
feel as though I did. Hearing his son speak
about his father's devotion to Sigma Phi
made me wonder what it must have been
like for the son as a non-member. I hope my
own son is one day initiated into the Society,
so that it is something we share and both
understand completely.
Jake Kramer, C’98
jacob.kramer@gmail.com
If I can only list one thing that really resonated, it was simply hearing Chet Eaton’s
name from the podium. I had not thought of
dear Chet in several years, but hearing his
name, instantly knowing what that reverent
referral meant and immediately recognizing
that the love he gave us lives on, was very
powerful. Several times since my mind has
wandered to that sensation of time expanding in the firm grip of the Thrice Illustrious.
Chet was a wonderful guy and a pleasure to
be with, and I am thrilled his gift is still
being savored.
– Tim Pickering, H’78
tpickeringjr@comcast.net
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Brilliant Benefactors: Older Brothers in Sigma Phi
by Mike Imirie, M’69

mimirie@aol.com

he accompanying image shows a
sign-in sheet from a dusty old,
leather-bound tome belonging to
the Alpha of Pennsylvania. That nowdormant chapter has two such guest
books, in fact: one for visitors at large
and one for Sigs who took part in
special Sig occasions.
Noteworthy is an inscription found
about 3/4ths down the page: the
signature of one of the Society’s most
famous members, Elihu Root, H’1860.
When you and I consider that esteemed
gentleman, career accolades of all kinds
probably come to mind: U.S. Senator,
Secretary of State, Secretary of War,
1912 Nobel Peace Prize Laureate,
and more. Most vividly, perhaps, we
remember Root’s address to the New
York City March Fourth Banquet in
1935 (Catalogue, pp 14-15), in which
he described membership in our Society
so eloquently.
When I think of Elihu Root, my
mind’s eye sees a brother so accomplished and so committed to the
Society that – were there some empirical measure – he might well be “the
ultimate Sig.” And it’s certainly true
that, within our Society, we look to
mentors for guidance and inspiration.
This truth is first demonstrated to all
of us early in our Sig lives. Each of us,
after all, has a big brother or a pledge
father. Similarly, each chapter has an
alumni board. Through those simple but deliberate means,
pledges and undergraduate Sigs learn early on about the
importance of having Society mentors.
(Back to the Bethlehem document …) Root’s signature
includes his 1860 initiation year. At that undated Bethlehem
gathering, however, he was far from the senior Sig. Older
brothers Thomas M. North, W’1844, Robert D. Benedict,
V’1846, and Henry M. Keim, U’1858 – to name but a few –
were also on hand. Older Brothers. Brilliant Benefactors.
I have the feeling that Brother Root would have been very
pleased to be one of the younger brothers that day … just as I
am, whenever I find myself in such a situation. Why? Because
at any stage in Sig life, it’s formative to have role models. It’s
reassuring to know that the choices we make within the Thrice
Illustrious – and the steps we take – continue to be made and
acted on by older Brothers, too.

T

Each of us can probably bring examples of Society
mentors to mind. It my early years as an undergrad, it was a
great pleasure for me to come to know Ed Trowbridge, V’22.
Ed served as Treasurer of Michigan’s Alumni Board for years
during the seventies, and his participation was a wonderful
demonstration of both warm Sig love and cross chapter
participation and service. Later, I met Chet Eaton, V’30, and
was profoundly influenced by the depths of his love for and
understanding of this Society. Over the years, I have served
with George Mercer, M’68, in many a Sig undertaking, and
I respect his deep professional acumen and his Sig heart in
equal measure. More recently, a Michigan Sig by the name of
Bob Bednas, M’60, has resurfaced in our area to become very
active in supporting the Michigan chapter. As Bob has worked,
I have taken remarkable encouragement from his viewpoint
and his energy. Older Brothers. Brilliant Benefactors.
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This isn’t to say that Sigs can’t be inspired by their
juniors. Far from it. I am much impressed by
the work ethic, the Sig Spirit and the fraternal
commitment so often and so well demonstrated
by the likes of Glenn George, C’82, Rick
Bingham, V’87, David Farmer, H’89, Moses
Cesario, I’89, Jack Romaine, L’90, Jon Bergner,
S’03, Tom Jarvi, M’05, Marty Rauch, C’11,
Jacob Morse, T’11 and so many others who came
to the altar of Sigma Phi long after 1969.
But when circumstances permit me to gather
with those who have been Sigs longer than I,
there’s an added sense of belonging and purpose.

Elihu Root

When I mingle with senior Brothers who still
understand how important participation and role
modeling are, I take profound pleasure. I believe
that, on that long ago day in Bethlehem, Elihu Root
did, too. For all of us who gather with other Sigs,
particularly as we age, there’s a great affirmation
inherent in the company of older brothers. Such
company reflects directly– and positively – on the
choice we’ve made to follow Sigma Phi.
In so many caretaking and example-setting ways,
the senior Sigs in our lives - those we remember
from history and those who are but a firm handΣ
shake away - truly are our brilliant benefactors. Φ

Traveling Backwards
by Geoff Wood, G’62 ggwood@aol.com
ext year I expect to attend my
50th graduation reunion in
Geneva. In recent months, I
have thought a great deal about the
role that the Delta has played in that
milestone.
Of course, a lot of water has passed
over Seneca Falls and evaporated from
Seneca Lake since my class graduated.
Those who return for the reunion will
have a chance to revisit that forked road
we all embraced fifty years ago. We
will look forward to sharing
experiences we had with
those friends we met at
the forks.
I remember traveling backwards when
I returned for my
twenty-fifth reunion
in 1989. I sat on the
front steps of the Sigma
Phi house on Main Street,
sharing a beer with Joe
Mechem, G‘62. The beautiful, green
elm trees that lined Main Street while we
were undergraduates were all gone; they
didn’t survive the twenty-five years.
Much did, however, as we reflected back
on the journeys we each took along
paths that separated and then brought us
back again to those very steps.
We flashed back to the week before
graduation in 1964. Joe and I were
sitting on the Delta’s front steps. It was
a warm May afternoon. A gentle breeze

N

rippled across the deep-blue colors
Seneca Lake wore that day. We could
smell freshly cut grass from next door
where a neighbor, hidden by hedges,
cut his lawn. The two of us sat under
the Ionic columns of the Sigma Phi
Place vaguely wondering what the future
held for us as soon-to-be graduates. I
knew where I was headed. It was
wartime (Vietnam) and my parents had

advised that I had a draft notice sitting
on the dining room table at home. I
didn’t bother going home. I drove
directly to Officer Candidate School in
Newport, Rhode Island.
(Fast forward to 1989) We each
summed up our twenty-five years of life
since graduation in several sentences.
We had married, had kids, worked hard
at several jobs, lived and traveled about,

made money, lost money, celebrated a
few birthdays and anniversaries, and
returned to the front steps at 624 Main
Street. All were great experiences on the
journey. We both laughed, recalling how
ironic it was that we sat on the same
concrete steps, beer in hand, a quarter
century earlier. What had really
changed, we wondered, except maybe
the price of beer?
It dawned on me on that 25th
reunion day that our lives had been
made much richer – not
because of where our steps
took us, but because of
the friendships we
made at the Delta
and along the paths
we traveled. This is
the special secret
that colleges without
fraternities fail to see.
It may be the only thing
that will separate small liberal
arts schools in the future from
online education.
There can be no deep friendships
without shared experiences. The fraternity is really a science lab where, as undergrads, we learn how to mix and distill
social friendships for the rest of our lives.
Soon, I will get another chance to
sip beer with Sig Brothers on the steps
below those fluted columns of the Delta.
I don’t plan to miss it.
Φ
Σ
And I’m buying.
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News of
INTEREST
We have news from Jim Anderton,
G’62: “My wife and I recently purchased
a winter home at Ocean Reef in Key
Largo, FL. Wouldn't you know that two
Sigs from the Delta were already there
ahead of me – Steve Brown, G’62,
and Graham Brown, G’64, (brothers
and brothers!). All three of us lived at
624 South Main Street in Geneva
together and each of us served as
Chapter President in three successive
years. It's a privilege for me to be reunited with them after all these years. Steve is
on the Board there, Graham is
Headmaster of the Ocean Reef Academy,
and I, as usual, add balance when overachievers are around!”
jfanderton@aol.com
Fellow Western Lion Charlie Boswell,
G’46, writes: “Life is good in southern
New Hampshire! Saying out of trouble
via golf in the summertime and skiing in
winter. Proximity helps, of course. Golf
is only 3.5 miles away and Crotched
Mountain Ski Area in Bennington is just
a bit more. While my trips to the Delta
are less frequent, Mark Geary, G’79, and
Pete Harter, G’65, keep me very well
informed.” mpboz@aol.com
We have this July update from Perry
Fetterman, I’04: “It's been a long
while since I’ve lived in Berkeley: almost
5 years, to be exact! While recently residing in beautiful New Haven, CT, I
learned a few important lessons: 1) hire a
Snow Removal Team ASAP; 2) Drivers
in California are bad … but compared to
Connecticut, every one of them is Mario
Andretti!; 3) landlords are much better
with dogs on the East Coast; and finally
4) a 1 1/2 year old equates to happiness
or at least the perception of happiness
through exhaustion and deliriousness …
With all that being said, I'm excited to
get involved in the House again! I should
be settled in by August 15th, so if any of

you Sigs in the bay want to get to get
together for a drink to catch up
let me know.” pfetterman@gmail.com
In an uphill battle ultimately made more
sweet by that challenge, Christy
Lambden, T’11, was elected student
body president at the University of
North Carolina. In a February 19 runoff
election between the two highest votegetters, rising senior Christy won 55 percent of the votes cast campus-wide. “I’m
absolutely delighted,” said the political
science/philosophy double major said.
“To earn this victory is really exceptional.” Added HOH Mike Hardison,
T’11: “Pretty awesome to have a Sig as
SBP. Does a helluva lot for recruiting, as
well…” lambden@live.unc.edu
These days, Brad Linden, M’06,
teaches literature at Cesar Chavez
Academy High School in Detroit. More
specifically, he teaches a mystery and
science fiction literature class as an
English elective. Because many of the
students at the Academy struggle with
reading and writing, Brad’s aim has been
to light a fire by employing some genres
students might find a bit more interesting than the average English class offering. “Last semester, for our mystery unit,
I decided to open up with the Hardy
Boys: Casefiles (a slightly more advanced
series). This semester, my 12th grade
English class is reading Kurt Vonnegut's
Cat's Cradle. It’s been a joy for me to
watch reading levels increase – and
enjoyment, too! – both as a result of
choosing atypical course materials.
brad.l.linden@gmail.com
Dave Loeb, U’99, advises: “I attended
this year’s flagship banquet in
Alexandria, Virginia. It was great to
catch up again with Sigs in the DC area
that I have not seen in years. In addition,
I learned that a long time business
acquaintance is a Virginia Sig. Fellow
banquet attendee Jean-Paul LaFleur,
S’87, and I have been working on projects together for the past couple of years
… not knowing of our Sig relationship!”
dloeb99@gmail.com
It goes without saying that Dan
Mansoor, C’76, is a big fan of Cornell.

And while most of that pride is properly
centered on his alma mater, Dan has also
done excellent original research on a
remote Wisconsin town named Cornell,
where University founder Ezra Cornell
once had extensive lumber holdings.
That small town in north central
Wisconsin, originally known as Brunet
Falls, celebrated its 100th anniversary as
Cornell on July 6. Dan’s snazzy accoutrements (below) – gifts from a Cornell
(WI) denizen he befriended on his
research trips – make its clear that
Brother Mansoor celebrated, too!
djmansoor@hotmail.com

Dan Mansoor, C’76

Nick Mermiges, M’03, is alive, well
and practicing law in South Florida. This
civil litigator agrees that keeping dress
shirts starched on the way to his Miami
office is out of the question, but enjoys
the practice enormously. He enjoys
Florida’s stellar tropical views (such as
shown at top of next page) even more.
mermiges@gmail.com
Family man John Pallone, L’83, has
news about…..family, of course! In fact,
he and his wife are expecting their second child in September. “It was one
thing to be a dad (for me) at 40,” this
stellar Sig confesses, “but now again at
49...yikes!” jcpallone@gmail.com
We have this update from Adam
Parada, M’12: “I had a ‘small world’
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obituary page of the New York Times.
It's important for all of us to remember
our very worthy Sig ancestors.”
p.smith.70@hotmail.com

Nick Mermiges, M’03 enjoys Florida’s stellar tropical views
experience in connection with my
Alternative Spring Break through U-M’s
Slavic Department this year! I left for
two weeks in Russia in February, stayed
in St. Petersburg and a town Vytegra in
Vologda Oblast, volunteering at local
schools and museums and visiting
surrounding villages. This program has
only been running for a few years, but
it was an incredible inter-cultural experience. While at breakfast one morning,
I was wearing a white Sigma Phi T-shirt,
and our teaching fellow, Sergei Sychov,
points at it and says “Oh, you're a Sig?”
I managed a bewildered ‘yes’ and then
found out that after coming to the states
from his native Ukraine, Sergei had
attended Hamilton College in Clinton
and joined Sigma Phi back in '98! It was
a crazy coincidence, but prompted me to
learn more about Sergei's experiences as
a Sig and beyond as a professor and
father. It made the world seem a little
smaller while in a completely foreign
environment and was one of the
unexpected highlights of the trip.”
ajaypar@umich.edu
Mark Rothenberg, L’86, reports with
customary modesty his customary glee at
besting brother Greg Sawka, L’84, in
the art of repartee (?) and brothers Fred
Daley, L’83, and Murat Alptekin, L’85

in the game of golf. He also applauds
brother Jack Romaine, L’90, and his
team for spearheading Lehigh’s recent
recolonization efforts. “If we stick with
it, we’ll ultimately be rewarded,” Mark
believes. “In the meantime, let’s all point
towards Lehigh-Lafayette weekend in the
fall of 2013.” rothy7@yahoo.com
Pete Smith, U’67, is a serious stakeholder of the Thrice Illustrious. He’s
also a big fan of history. Those two
passionate impulses caused him to place
a unique memorial in the May 2 edition
of the New York Times. May 2, you
see, was the 150th anniversary of the
death of Col. Elias Peissner, U’1861,
at the Battle of Chancellorsville. Brother
Smith explains: “Peissner was a professor
of German at Union College who came
from Europe and is remembered at
the Alpha as a brother who made us all
understand that Sigma Phi represented
what was missing in European
universities. When the Civil War broke
out, he organized a Zouave regiment
at Union and fought with the 119th
New York Volunteer Regiment at
Chancellorsville in 1863, where he died
leading his troops. His bust stood
in the Hall of the Alpha for many years.
I felt it was important to lift up his
memory, so I placed a memorial on the

After 69 years, WW II veteran Lew
Towler, M’47, veteran has traveled full
circle! In early March, Lew spent 17
hours in the air en route to the island of
Peleliu (Western Carolines) in the South
Pacific, where he served as a Navy Seabee
during the war. As a 19-year old, Lew
took part in the invasion of that island, a
bloody conquest which resulted in 1,794
casualties. Lew, a long time Episcopal
minister now serving at St. Andrews in
Ann Arbor, was the Chaplain of the Bent
Prop Project which still searches the
oceans and jungles of the western Pacific
for evidence of American airmen missing
in action during the Second World War.
“When I was standing on the beach
where I had come ashore so many years
ago, I could almost see myself as a
scared, impressionable 19-year old,” Lew
recounted. “I wanted to say to that boy,
‘Everything is going to be alright.’ “
lewtowler@live.com

John Wiese, M’41, posts this update:
“I live at Beacon Hill Retirement home
in Grand Rapids. Right out of the blue,
the first person I met here was Dave
Carpenter, M’54! “ Other Sig ‘small
world’ connections for John? His long
time eye doctor was David Boyce,
F’38. jwiesemd@sbcglobal.net
Dave Williams, W’61, is still basking
in the glow. As that good Sig celebrates
the first anniversary of his 70th birthday,
he remembers clearly the agony and the
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ecstasy associated with last
summer’s world class bicycle trip
from Vancouver, BC, to Inuvik,
Northwest Territories: a 4-week
odyssey covering a biking distance
of over1250 miles. Dave and his
Raleigh Sojourn hybrid bike kept
the company of 13 other intrepid
souls. Dave was senior among
them by 13 years and more.
Takeaways? “It was great just
being out there,” advises this serious cyclist and penny philosopher.
And the older one becomes,
the greater the joy or ‘being’ gets.
‘Out there’ just makes it better.”
bylot@vtusa.net
Φ
Σ

‘Up North’ (truly!) cyclists: Dave Williams, W’61, is in the back row, second from left.

Deece Weekend: Michigan Travels & Hamilton Welcomes!
by Jamie Shen-Je Lee, H’12

lee.jamiesj@gmail.com

n mid-December of 2012, five of
laser-tag. After a fun filled afternoon,
seven neophytes from the Alpha of
they returned to the Beta joyfully. I later
Michigan sojourned to the Beta of
discovered in what was perhaps the upset
New York. I had hoped to educate these
of the century, the two neos from
neos in the ways of the Sigma Phi, to
Michigan wiped the floor with the three
leave them with some enlightening
brothers of the Beta. However, in order
experience that would shape the way they
to maintain the guise of mystery the
thought about the world. Unfortunately
brothers made it appear as though they
for me, I had no idea what to leave them
had adopted a pacifist approach to the
with. As a sophomore I had only recently
game of laser-tag. The neos were undercompleted the process six months prior
standably confounded.
and as such felt completely unprepared to
Later that day, the brothers once
mold the young minds that approached.
again divided the neos, taking them to
The neos arrived late at night on a
the observatory, the Wellin Art Museum,
Friday, when the Hamilton campus was
the Kirkland Glen, and the illustrious
scattered with my somewhat intoxicated
garden donated by Elihu Root.
colleagues. The brothers of the Beta
That night, the neos and brothers
decided to adapt a divide and conquer
attended a performance by visiting artist,
approach, where we individually spoke to
Danny Brown. The opening act hapTraveling Michigan neos:
the neos about the Sigma Phi, and the
pened to be William Cameron Sinton II,
“The Jolly Sigs Are Stirring!”
virtues that we hold dearly to our hearts.
H’10, who dazzled the audience with his
I donned a pair of sunglasses, despite the fact that it was
impeccable taste in music and mastery of sound design. After a
dark out, and decided to take Jon to “Bertha” the late residence night of debauchery, we headed to an afterparty hosted by the
of the Beta. As we sat on the porch, four of the Betas joined us Beta Sigs. During a headcount I realized that we one of the
and we spoke about the concept of a home. The conversation
neos disappeared into the night. After a failed search attempt
ended with the sentiment that a home was an indefinite place; at the concert, I returned to the party disheartened. Upon my
that we build our homes with the people we love, the memoreturn I saw the four remaining neos standing with a then
ries we cherish. I told him that although I mourn the loss of
neophytic prospect of the Beta. Mirth and hilarity ensued.
our physical home, “Bertha” is a place that cannot be taken.
The next morning, the vanishing neophyte mysteriously
“Bertha” is still my home.
reappeared from the abyss. Upon our cross examination of
During breakfast on Saturday, one neo expressed the
his disappearance, he became uncannily embarrassed. After
sentiment that he did not know how to have fun. In response, making the appropriate jabs and remarks at our young Romeo,
three brothers took the neo, with one of his peers, to play
Φ
Σ
we sent the neos on their way.

I
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Traveling Convention Trophy: Enduring Gift
e Sigs make our contributions to the Society at various membership stages.
Undergrads recruit, pay house bills,
maintain Sig properties and carry on
Society traditions. Grads participate
in Swings and banquets, serve on
alumni boards, pay dues, take part in
endowment drives and mentor young
Sigs.
Occasionally, a Brother will contribute to Sigma Phi in a manner
which goes well beyond or outside such
customary giving avenues. Not long ago,
just such a posterity-laden contribution
was made by Ernie Sellers, M’77. The
contribution? A one-of-a-kind artifact
designed to honor each host of an annual Society convention: a traveling convention trophy.
The trophy Ernie created is just
under two feet high. Looking very much
like the Sig badge, it’s an oversized
monogram of the Sigma superimposed
on the Phi. The Sigma was crafted from
walnut: the Phi from cherry. The 20
‘pearls’ are made of a resin inlay called

W

‘inlace,’ looking for all the world like
mother of pearl. Tung oil was used as a
stain.
As he created this artifact, Ernie used a
band saw, a table saw and various
sanders. He advises that perhaps the
most challenging part was laying out the
proportions so as to be true to the native
Sig badge. Another was simply sanding
uniformly in places which were not easy
to get at. While Ernie is an accomplished
rough woodworker (Adirondack chairs,
benches, fencing, decking, etc.) he’d
never crafted something this intricate
before. He estimates the work took him

between 6 and 8 hours.
Brother Sellers was inspired to
create this posterity piece as he was
thinking about the Society’s tradition of annual conventions and how
each chapter in rotation serves as
host. Understanding that each
convention represents a massive
planning and execution effort, Ernie
conceived of a traveling convention
memento as a way to honor each
host. His design is for the trophy
to be presented during each year’s
convention, for the host chapter to create
a small plaque (showing date, location
and year) and to enjoy the artifact for
a year, and for the holder of the artifact
to bring it to the next convention to
present to that year’s host.
“This is just another way to remind
Brothers from every chapter that we are
part of a larger Society, and to promote
the remarkable communion which
takes place when we come together,”
Φ
Σ
advises Ernie.
Need more info? Contact Ernie
at eesellers17@sbcglobal.net

We have received word of the deaths of these Brothers since publication of the most recent Flame in December of 2012:
Thomas S. Amlie, F’44 . . . . . . . . . 2 January 2012
Thomas Arthur, H’49 . . . . . . . . 19 February 2013
John P. Beal, L’37 . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 February 2013
Richard B. Bland, L’51 . . . . . . 14 November 2010
Einar L. Chrystie, V’55 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 July 2012
William D. Crim, C’42 . . . . . . . 19 February 2013
John N. Critchlow Jr, L’37 . . . . . . 3 October 1996
John B. DeVine, M’38 . . . . . . . . . . 27 May 12013
Norman W. Diedrich, U’37 . . . . . . . 29 April 2012
Bruce E. Douglass, F’35 . . . . . . . 11 January 2013
William R. Elgood, V’48 . . . . . . . 21 January 2013
Jean M. Evans, V’39 . . . . . . . . . 1 November 2011
Albert Frederick Jr, ’52 . . . . . . . . . . 28 April 2010
George B. Gregory Jr, M’47 . . . 14 February 2012

David E. Hagberg, V’55 . . . . . 18 September 2012
Johan C. Isberg, C’93 . . . . . . . 14 September 2012
James L. Jenkins, S’58 . . . . . . . . . 26 January 2013
Samuel W. Laird, L’43 . . . . . . . . . 25 August 2011
Thomas E. Mallory, M’70 . . . . . . . 8 January 2009
Louis W. Munchmeyer Jr., M’57 . 19 August 2008
Jord W. Poster, C’77 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 August 2012
John B. Rees Jr, U’50 . . . . . . . 26 September 2012
George W. Scott, F’56 . . . . . . . . . . 26 March 2013
Theodore H. Tapping Jr, M’49 . . . 19 March 2013
R. Duke Watson, M’34 . . . . . . . . . . 22 April 2013
Norman H. White, C’42 . . . . . . . . . . .8 June 2006
Daniel B. Wiegers, S’57 . . . . . 23 November 2012
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

2013 Convention in Chapel Hill

T

he 2013 National Convention will be held in Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
Friday October 18th and Saturday, October 19th, and “your presence will add
significance to the proceedings.”

We here in Chapel Hill are busy planning in conjunction with the Standing and
Advisory Committee, and we will soon issue more details in a formal invitation to all.
As we prepare for our first national convention, it’s remarkable to think that just five
years ago the Alpha of North Carolina was founded with a class of four newly-initiated
brothers. Today she counts 48 active brothers hailing from all parts of the world: young
men who are engaged in a broad range of clubs, teams, and organizations across
campus and count the Student Body President and Vice President among their numbers. This spring the Alpha gained full recognition by the Carolina IFC, and was
recognized for having the highest average GPA of all campus fraternities for the second
semester in a row. Who would have thought such progress could be made in five years?
Mark your calendars now and get ready for an excellent fall weekend in the southern
part of heaven, full of camaraderie, hospitality and hearty portions of Carolina
barbeque! Feature events are planned for the historic Carolina Inn and other
locations. For more information in the meantime, contact Jacob Morse, T’11 at
jmmdem@yahoo.com or Steve Wright, S’93, at stevetheplow@yahoo.com.

2013 Dues Notice
In our 186th year, some facets of our Sigma Phi Society remain constant.
Brotherhood. Sharing. Expanded horizons. A profound and thankful awareness
for the remarkable fraternal vision given birth by Brothers Bowie, Bowie, Cromwell
and Witherspoon 186 years ago. And the ongoing need for…your personal support.
Your dues each year enable the Society’s publishing, training, and expansion efforts.
Without active support from Sig alumni, there’s no progress in those ‘lifeblood’ areas,
just as there would have been no Sigma Phi at all had the Brothers Bowie, Witherspoon
and Cromwell not put a brave fraternal stake in the ground in Schenectady in 1827.
If you haven’t yet responded to the dues letter sent earlier by
Society Chairman Jim Cole, S’86, please invest a moment now.
Mail your dues check (suggested - $50 before 2008; $30 for those
initiated after), payable to Sigma Phi Society, to Sigma Phi,
P. O. Box 4633, Chapel Hill, NC, 27515-4633.
Esto!

